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Evangelical Ethics - John Jefferson Davis 1993

Trinitarian. Ethics isolated from the gospel and theology becomes bad
news, but when it is informed by and empowered by participation in the
triune God of grace, it is part of the good news of the gospel. An
approach to theology and theological ethics that makes the Word of God
the ultimate authority and it is therefore grounded in the biblical
narrative and texts. An understanding that theological ethics are
inherently missional. The church as the image of the triune God makes it
the home of ethics, but in light of its missional identity, it will
reverberate outwards to engage the world in ways that are humble and
not power-mongering, that are gospel-based and shalom-evoking.
Theological Ethics is for those who lead churches or ministries (or
someday will) and who urgently need deep theological grounding as they
daily encounter ethical and moral issues where they need to provide a
gracious, truthful, and gospel-directed response. X
Introducing Christian Ethics - Scott Rae 2016-08-16
Introducing Christian Ethics helps Christians form a sound basis for
making ethical decisions in today's complex postmodern world. Raising
14 key ethical questions on today's most pressing issues including
abortion, war, sexual ethics, capital punishment, and more, Scott Rae
guides his readers in making moral choices wisely. Based on the bestselling college and seminary ethics textbook Moral Choices, this book
distills nearly two decades of teaching and study into a succinct and
user-friendly volume. It is an ideal primer for pastors, students, and
everyday Christians who desire engagement with the world around them
in an intelligent and informed manner. Teaching and study resources for
the book, including additional video clips based on the questions
corresponding to each chapter, make it ideal for use in the classroom as
well as for pastors and for teaching settings within the church.
Resources are available through ZondervanAcademic.com.
Christian Morality - Geoffrey W. Sutton 2016
Should society care about Christian morality? Are Christians out of touch
with complex moral decision-making? Christian Morality: An
Interdisciplinary Framework for Thinking about Contemporary Moral
Issues provides readers with a framework for identifying and applying
Christian moral principles to divisive issues. First, readers learn of the
theological and philosophical foundations of Christian ethics. Two
additional chapters explain how personal and social factors influence our
capacity to think critically and Christianly about morality. Second,
readers will learn about forming Christian moral judgments by seeing
how different thinkers address six contemporary moral issues: abortion,
same-sex relationships, equal treatment of men and women in the
workplace, sex education, and racial bias in incarceration polices. ""As a
rhetorician, I repeat often to students that 'how we talk about things
matters.' What Sutton and Schmidly have provided in this text is an
admonition to readers that how we think about things matters. Drawing
from both the philosophical and psychological study of morality, the
editors and contributors challenge the reader to consider how we think
about morality, but also how to apply a moral framework to the issues
and situations that we encounter in our homes, churches, and society.
How we talk about these issues and moments matters, but if we are to
speak in a way that allows us to demonstrate real influence we must first
consider the thought with which we engage to formulate our response.
This is a book that is both meaningful and accessible to the scholar,
pastor, and lay person alike and a must-read for anyone who seeks to
speak into the world as a voice of redemption."" --Joy E. A. Qualls, Chair,
Department of Communication Studies, Biola University ""Books on
moral theory and applied ethics abound. They are readily available in
bookstores everywhere as well as online. What makes the present volume
distinctive is its interdisciplinary approach to moral concerns. Here we
have Christian scholars, representing a variety of academic disciplines
and professional backgrounds, engaging foundational questions as well
as contemporary moral issues. The Christian community is indebted to

Moral Apologetics for Contemporary Christians - Mark Coppenger
2011
Whether it's a best-selling author who claims "religion poisons
everything" or an atheist comedian whose punch lines aren't necessarily
hassled by the burden of proof, foes of the faith continue to declare
Christianity morally deficient without much resistance. In Moral
Apologetics for Contemporary Christians, Mark Coppenger mixes
compelling references-from classic philosophers to modern entertainersto reasonably push back against both harsh critics and less intense
cultural relativists, arguing that Christianity is morally superior to its
competitors as well as true. Coppenger doesn't avoid uncomfortable
realities like the misbehavior of many Christians and false teachers, but
he sets the book's course in defense of his faith with many thoughtful
opening statements, including: "It is hard to open a newspaper, walk
through a library, or turn on the television without seeing fresh evidence
that a Christian approach to life makes people and societies flourish, and
that those who turn their backs on genuine Christianity are liable to
behave wickedly." The writing is also informed by the evidence that
"believers have grown accustomed to... those who wish to defame the
Church." Coppenger adds, "I hope to help replenish (our) cultural
confidence. We have a great moral story to tell, and it surely points to
the Author of Light and Life."
Responsibility and Christian Ethics - William Schweiker 1999-03-11
Schweiker develops a powerful new theory of responsibility articulated in
terms of Christian faith.
Christian Ethics - Michael Banner 2009-04-20
This enlightening book steers readers through the challenges and moral
issues, providing a clear and decisive history of the main figures and
texts in Christian ethics. A short and lively history of Christian ethics,
exploring how Christianity has always had to grapple with complex moral
problems - from questions about the status of early Christians who
renounced their religion under Roman torture, through to current
debates about euthanasia Engages with the main texts and figures in
Christian ethics, including Augustine, Benedict, Aquinas, Luther and
Barth Considers questions such as human will, the proper form of
Christian life, natural law, and whether human nature is at odds with
Christian ethics Concludes with a thought-provoking chapter considering
the role that Christian ethics can play in contemporary moral debates
and ethical dilemmas
Christian Ethics - Wayne Grudem 2018-07-20
What does the Bible teach about how to live in today’s world? Bestselling author and professor Wayne Grudem distills over forty years of
teaching experience into a single volume aimed at helping readers apply
a biblical worldview to difficult ethical issues, including wealth and
poverty, marriage and divorce, birth control, abortion, euthanasia,
homosexuality, business practices, environmental stewardship, telling
the truth, knowing God’s will, understanding Old Testament laws, and
more.
Theological Ethics - W. Ross Hastings 2021-02-02
Be Prepared to Think Theologically through Today's Most Pressing
Ethical and Moral Issues In Theological Ethics theologian, pastor, and
ethicist W. Ross Hastings gives pastors, ministry leaders, and students a
guide designed to equip them to think deeply and theologically about the
moral formation of persons in our communities, about ethical inquiry and
action, and about the tone and content of our engagement in the public
square. The book presents a biblical perspective and a gospel-centered
framework for thinking about complex contemporary issues in ways are
life-giving and that will lead readers into greater flourishing as human
persons in community. This book is distinctive in presenting: A
framework for theological ethics that is robustly theological and
christian-ethics-and-contemporary-moral-problems
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Drs. Sutton and Schmidly for bringing this volume to us."" --Michael D.
Palmer, Professor of Philosophy, Regent University School of Divinity
""Christian Morality is a timely and accessible resource that provides the
reader with the language, the categories, and the concepts that help us
talk responsibly and respectfully to each other about the topics that
matter most to us. The cultural and moral climate today begs for
resources like this one."" --Heather Kelly, Professor of Psychology,
Evangel University, Springfield, MO Geoffrey W. Sutton is a psychologist
and Emeritus Professor of Psychology at Evangel University in
Springfield, Missouri. He is the author, coauthor, editor, or coeditor of a
hundred publications, including Forgiveness, Reconciliation, and
Restoration (2010) and A House Divided (2016). Brandon Schmidly is
Associate Professor of Philosophy at Evangel University in Springfield,
Missouri. He teaches on a broad range of topics in philosophy. His
interests and specializations are in ethics and political philosophy,
specifically as they relate to family relationships.
Ethics for Christian Ministry - Joe E. Trull 2017-11-01
This one-of-a-kind resource in professional ethics helps today's Christian
leaders maintain a high moral character and lifestyle and sharpen their
personal and professional decision-making skills. Two experienced
teachers and pastors address both current and perennial ethical issues
and offer guidance for developing a personal code of ethics to maintain
integrity in the work of ministry. The authors address the nature of
ethical decision making as well as practical areas where integrity can be
compromised, including issues raised by the use of smartphones and
social media. Appendixes include codes of ethics from various
denominations.
From Christ to the World - Wayne G. Boulton 1994
Here is a single volume that effectively introduces students to the full
breadth of the discipline of Christian ethics. Essays deal with both
concrete issues and theoretical foundations. Revevant biblical readings
and a series of case studies accentuate the text.
Christian Ethics and Moral Philosophy - Craig A. Boyd 2018-11-06
This introductory textbook presents Christian philosophical and
theological approaches to ethics. Combining their expertise in philosophy
and theology, the authors explain the beliefs, values, and practices of
various Christian ethical viewpoints, addressing biblical teachings as
well as traditional ethical theories that contribute to informed moral
decision-making. Each chapter begins with Words to Watch and includes
a relevant case study on a vexing ethical issue, such as caring for the
environment, human sexuality, abortion, capital punishment, war, and
euthanasia. End-of-chapter reflection questions, illustrations, and
additional information tables are also included.
Christian Ethics and Contemporary Moral Problems - Michael
Banner 1999-09-28
Explores the significance of Christian belief for a range of contemporary
and controversial ethical issues.
Contemporary Moral Problems - James White 2005-02-23
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Invitation to Christian Ethics - Ken Magnuson 2020-09-29
A comprehensive introduction to Christian ethics addressing today's
most challenging moral issues Invitation to Christian Ethics is an
indispensable guide for helping pastors, counselors, and everyday
Christians navigate today's difficult moral questions. Readers will benefit
from Ken Magnuson's survey of ethics from a biblical perspective as well
as contemporary theories of moral reasoning. This survey is followed by
twelve chapters devoted to some of the thorniest issues Christians
encounter today, such as: Sexuality, including homosexuality, sexual
identity, and gender Marriage and divorce Infertility and assisted
reproductive technologies Abortion Physician-assisted suicide Race
relations Creation care Capital punishment Just war, pacifism, and the
use of lethal force Magnuson provides biblical insight into each topic and
presents key moral considerations. He also answers specific, practical
questions that arise and concludes with a summary of his recommended
approach to each issue. Readers will learn how to grapple with difficult
moral questions and will receive guidance for some of life's most
challenging ethical conundrums. "Ethics will continue to be a line in the
sand that separates Christians. In this volume, Magnuson gives us a
biblically-based, logically-sound, historically-rooted, and future-aware
guide that the church so desperately needs in the face of sexual
revolution, moral relativism, and advancing technology." --Brian Arnold,
President of Phoenix Seminary
Moral Reasoning - David R. Morrow 2017-06
Offering students an accessible, in-depth, and highly practical
christian-ethics-and-contemporary-moral-problems

introduction to ethics, this text covers argumentation and moral
reasoning, various types of moral arguments, and theoretical issues that
commonly arise in introductory ethics courses, including skepticism,
subjectivism,relativism, religion, and normative theories. The book
combines primary sources in moral theory and applied ethics with
explanatory material, case studies, and pedagogical features to help
students think critically about moral issues.
Christian Morality - Geoffrey W. Sutton 2016-08-08
Should society care about Christian morality? Are Christians out of touch
with complex moral decision-making? Christian Morality: An
Interdisciplinary Framework for Thinking about Contemporary Moral
Issues provides readers with a framework for identifying and applying
Christian moral principles to divisive issues. First, readers learn of the
theological and philosophical foundations of Christian ethics. Two
additional chapters explain how personal and social factors influence our
capacity to think critically and Christianly about morality. Second,
readers will learn about forming Christian moral judgments by seeing
how different thinkers address six contemporary moral issues: abortion,
same-sex relationships, equal treatment of men and women in the
workplace, sex education, and racial bias in incarceration polices.
The Hastening that Waits - Nigel Biggar 1993
This book offers a fresh and up-to-date account of the ethical thought of
one of the twentieth century's greatest theologians: Karl Barth. The
author seeks to recover Barth's ethics from some widespread
misunderstandings, and also presents a picture of them as a whole.
Drawing on recently published sources, Dr Biggar construes the ethics of
the Church Dogmatics as it might have been had Barth lived to complete
it - not only separately in each of its three constituent dimensions but
also in its dynamic, coinherent integrity. However, The Hastening that
Waits is more than apology and description. For it recommends to
contemporary Christian ethics the theological rigour with which Barth
expounds the good life in terms of the living presence of God-in-Christ to
his creatures; his conception of right human action as that which is able
to hasten in the service of humanity precisely by waiting prayerfully upon
God; and his discriminate openness to moral wisdom outside of the
Christian church. Among the particular topics treated are: the concepts
of human freedom and of created moral order; moral norms and their
relation to individual vocation; the relative ethical roles of the Bible, the
Church, philosophy, and empirical science; moral character and its
formation; and the problem of war.
African Christian Ethics - Samuel Waje Kunhiyop 2019-04-09
This is an introduction to African Christian ethics for Christian colleges
and Bible schools. The book is divided into two parts. The first part deals
with the theory of ethics, while the second discusses practical issues. The
issues are grouped into the following six sections: Socio-Political Issues,
Financial Issues, Marriage Issues, Sexual Issues, Medical Issues, and
Religious Issues. Each section begins with a brief general introduction,
followed by the chapters dealing with specific issues in that area. Each
chapter begins with an introduction, discusses traditional African
thinking on the issue, presents an analysis of relevant biblical material,
and concludes with some recommendations. There are questions at the
end of each chapter for discussion or personal reflection, often asking
students to reflect on how the discussion in the chapter applies to their
ministry situation.
Ethics beyond Rules - Keith D Stanglin 2021-08-17
An introduction to ethics that will help Christians rediscover a moral
reasoning rooted in Scripture and navigate the ethical crises of our time.
How should Christians live? How should we interact with one another?
Why do we think the way we do about right and wrong? How should we
approach today's complex moral questions? Keith Stanglin realigns our
ethical thinking around the central question: What does real love
require? applying it to our ethical reasoning on many of the social issues
present in today's culture: abortion sexual ethics consumerism
technology race and politics Moral evaluation must be based on more
than our subjective feelings or the received wisdom or majority opinion
of our community. But thinking objectively and reasonably about our
ethical commitments is a process that's rarely taught in contemporary
education or even in churches. Ethics Beyond Rules is a clear and
accessible introduction for thoughtful Christians who want to lead moral
lives—who want to define their moral code by firm biblical standards
while acknowledging the complex nature of the issues at hand. Stanglin's
love-based framework for moral decision-making engages Scripture and
the historic Christian faith, giving Christians the tools to clear-mindedly
consider the ethical problems of today and the foundation to confront
new issues in the years to come.
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The Matrix of Christian Ethics - Patrick Nullens 2013-12-06
Patrick Nullens and Ronald T. Michener seek to revitalize Christian
ethics through an integrative approach to classical ethics. Their matrix of
consequential, principle, virtue and value ethics provides an alternative
to postmodern situation ethics and brings the framework of biblical
wisdom to bear on contemporary ethical questions.
Discerning Ethics - Hak Joon Lee 2020-02-25
The number of ethical issues that demand a response from Christians
today is almost dizzying. How can Christians navigate such matters?
With an unflinching yet irenic approach, this volume invites engagement
with the biggest ethical issues by drawing on real-life experiences and
offering a range of responses to some of the most challenging moral
questions confronting the church today.
Happiness and the Christian Moral Life - Paul J. Wadell 2012
An introduction to Christian ethics explores ethics as a path to happiness
as opposed to a set of strict rules, addressing the topics of friendship,
community, conscience, prudence, virtue, and love.
Contemporary Moral Issues - Lawrence M. Hinman 2016-07-01
Contemporary Moral Issues is an anthology that provides a selection of
readings on contemporary social issues revolving around three general
themes: Matters of Life and Death, Matters of Equality and Diversity, and
Expanding the Circle, which includes duties beyond borders, living
together with animals, and environmental ethics. The text contains a
number of distinctive, high-profile readings and powerful narratives,
including Jonathan Foer's "Eating Animals," Eva Feder Kittay's "On the
Ethics of Selective Abortion for Disability," and Susan M. Wolf's
"Confronting Assisted Suicide and Euthanasia: My Father's Death." Each
set of readings is accompanied by an extensive introduction, a
bibliographical essay, pre-reading questions, and discussion questions.
The Meaning of Sex - Dennis P. Hollinger 2009-06-01
Our culture is not only sex-crazed but also deeply confused about sex and
sexual ethics. Unfortunately, Christians seem equally confused, and the
church has tended to respond with simplistic answers. The reason for
this confusion is that the meaning of sex has been largely lost. Dennis
Hollinger argues that there is indeed a God-given meaning to sex. This
meaning, found in the Christian worldview, provides a framework for a
biblical sexual ethic that adequately addresses the many contemporary
moral issues. The Meaning of Sex provides a good balance between
accessible theology and engaging discussion of the practical issues
Christians are facing, including premarital sex, sex within marriage,
homosexuality, reproductive technologies, and faithful living in a sexobsessed world.
Wealth, Virtue, and Moral Luck - Kate Ward 2021-10-01
In Wealth, Virtue, and Moral Luck, Kate Ward addresses the issue of
inequality from the perspective of Christian virtue ethics, arguing that
our individual life circumstances affect our ability to pursue virtue and
showing how Christians and Christian communities should respond to
create a world where it is easier for people to be virtuous.
Christian Ethics - Norman L. Geisler 2010
This update of a classic text evaluates contemporary ethical options and
pressing issues of the day from a biblical perspective.
A Morally Complex World - James T. Bretzke 2004
How can people celebrate the gospel of life in their daily lives? What
about cloning? Is euthanasia morally acceptable in certain cases, such as
terminal illness? In case of health reasons, mental illness, pregnancy due
to rape, etc., is abortion morally acceptable? Are you in favor of the use
of contraceptives, both natural and artificial? A Morally Complex World
will not answer such complex questions in detail, but it does provide a
framework for trying to grapple better with the first question of how we
should lead our moral lives in general, as well as some of the concrete
ethical issues the other three questions raise. A Morally Complex World
is an accessible introduction to moral theology covering the methodology
of moral theology; basic concepts such as conscience and moral agency;
natural law, moral norms; how the Bible can be used in Christian ethics;
how to dialogue on contested ethical issues; how to consider sin and
moral failure; and finally, how to mediate moral principles and moral
teaching in a pastorally sensitive manner in concrete life situations.
Chapters are Mapping a Moral Methodology, The Natural Law and Moral
Norms: Moving Along the Rational Claim Axis, Scripture and Ethics:
Moving Along the Sacred Claim Axis, The Sanctuary of Conscience:
Where the Axes Intersect, Modes of Moral Discourse: Navigating
Towards a Common Ground, Navigating in the Morally Complex World:
Casuistry with a Human Face, and Sin and Failure in a Morally Complex
World. James T. Bretzke, SJ, STD, is associate professor of theology and
religious studies at the University of San Francisco, and an adjunct
christian-ethics-and-contemporary-moral-problems

professor of moral theology at the Jesuit School of Theology-at-Berkeley.
He has written three books, including Consecrated Phrases: A Latin
Theological Dictionary, published by Liturgical Press, which won an
award from the Catholic Press Association. He has also authored over
fifty articles and scholarly reviews in the areas of Roman Catholic moral
theology and cross-cultural ethics. "
Moral Issues and Christian Responses - Patricia Beattie Jung 2012-09-01
"This popular anthology for the study of Christian ethics, now in its
eighth edition, has been a mainstay of undergraduate courses for nearly
thirty years. Shannon and Patricia Jung provide an introduction to
contemporary moral issues from decidedly, yet diverse, Christian moral
perspectives. The anthology intentionally seeks a range of voices to
produce a kind of 'point/counterpoint' discussion of an ethical issue.
Issues include: the distinctiveness of Christian ethics, sexuality,
reproductive rights, prejudice, immigration, the environment, economics,
biomedical ethics, death and dying, terrorism, war, and globalization." -Publisher description.
Hospitality as Holiness - Luke Bretherton 2017-03-02
We live amid increasing ethical plurality and fragmentation while at the
same time more and more questions of moral gravity confront us. Some
of these questions are new, such as those around human cloning and
genetics. Other questions that were previously settled have re-emerged,
such as those around the place of religion in politics. Responses to such
questions are diverse, numerous and often vehemently contested.
Hospitality as Holiness seeks to address the underlying question facing
the church within contemporary moral debates: how should Christians
relate to their neighbours when ethical disputes arise? The problems the
book examines centre on what the nature and basis of Christian moral
thought and action is, and in the contemporary context, whether moral
disputes may be resolved with those who do not share the same
framework as Christians. Bretherton establishes a model - that of
hospitality - for how Christians and non-Christians can relate to each
other amid moral diversity. This book will appeal to those interested in
the broad question of the relationship between reason, tradition, natural
law and revelation in theology, and more specifically to those engaged
with questions about plurality, tolerance and ethical conflict in Christian
ethics and medical ethics.
Kingdom Ethics, 2nd ed. - David P. Gushee 2016
Comprehensive update of the leading Christian ethics textbook of the
21st century Ever since its original publication in 2003, Glen Stassen and
David Gushee's Kingdom Ethics has offered students, pastors, and other
readers an outstanding framework for Christian ethical thought, one that
is solidly rooted in Scripture, especially Jesus's teachings in the Sermon
on the Mount. This substantially revised edition of Kingdom Ethics
features enhanced and updated treatments of all major contemporary
ethical issues. David Gushee's revisions include updated data and
examples, a more global perspective, more gender-inclusive language, a
clearer focus on methodology, discussion questions added
The Moral Quest - Stanley J. Grenz 2016-09-27
Stanley J. Grenz masterfully leads readers into a theological engagement
with moral inquiry that is a first-rate introduction to Christian ethics.
Christian Ethics: A Very Short Introduction - D. Stephen Long
2010-07-29
This book provides both a short history of Christian ethics and looks at
itsbasic sources as they arise from Judaism, Greco-Roman ethics,
andChristianity
Captive to Christ, Open to the World - Brian Brock 2014-07-11
In this wide-ranging and engaging collection of interviews, Brian Brock
discusses how Christian faith makes a difference for life in the modern
world. Beginning with a discussion of teaching Christian ethics in the
contemporary academy, Brock takes up environmental questions,
political and medical ethics, the modern city and Christian responsibility
to it, energy use, the information age, agriculture, political consensus
and coercion, and many other issues. The reader is thus offered a broad
and incisive discussion of many contemporary topics in a brief,
illuminating, but never superficial manner. The book's unusual
conversational style allows strikingly clear, creative, and concrete
theological connections to emerge in the spaces between moral
questions rarely thought of as linked. As the titles suggests, the running
theme of the interviews is being bound to Christ and placed into the
contemporary world. Brock's theological readings of contemporary
cultural trends are vigorous, unapologetic, and insightful, and they offer
delightful surprises as well as fertile new ways through the sterile
impasses of many issues currently being debated in the public square.
This book provides an excellent starting point for those interested in
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Moral Choice - Dolores L. Christie 2013
"This survey text for Christian ethics through a Catholic lens traces the
sources and traditions of contemporary ethical principles, rules, and
norms. It uses narrative in reaching out to students who seek to
understand themselves as they face ethical decisions. Stories are
employed to reflect one's own life and its meaning, as well as to prompt
moral decision-making. The book gives full treatment to criteria needed
for ethical decision-making that students use in evaluating a series of
contemporary issues, including abortion, end of life, torture, and others.
The book includes numerous pedagogic features, including boxes,
questions, key terms, suggested readings, and a glossary." -- Publisher
description.
An Introduction to Christian Ethics - Roger H. Crook 2006
Helping readers look at moral issues seriously, intelligently, and from a
Christian perspective, this comprehensive and thought-provoking
introduction to the study of Christian ethics emphasizes the use of
scripture, tradition, and the Christian community as resources to help
formulate a personal approach in ethical living as it describes a variety of
contemporary approaches to the consideration of ethical issues;
discusses the author's own methods for making ethical decisions; and
explores some of the critical issues of our day. Acquaints readers with
both the field of ethics in general and varieties of Christian ethical
systems in particular, and assists them in the formulation of an approach
that they will find valid for themselves. Combines theological,
philosophical, historical, and sociological perspectives in examining
moral issues. Considers sources of guidance, biblical ethics, faith
working through love, Christian ethics and such contemporary issues as
human sexuality, marriage relationships, issues in biomedical ethics, and
the status of women. Discusses citizenship in a democracy, punishment
for crime, war and the quest for peace, ecology and our moral
responsibility, and much more. Offers new discussions on the ethics of
Islam, Hinduism, and Buddhism, and the moral implications of cloning.
For readers interested in ethics, religion and/or philosophy.
Challenges to Moral and Religious Belief - Michael Bergmann 2014-05
Fourteen original essays by philosophers, theologians, and social
scientists explore the challenges to moral and religious belief posed by
disagreement and evolution. The collection represents both sceptical and
non-skeptical positions about morality and religion, cultivates new
insights, and moves the discussion forward in illuminating ways.
Moral Choices - Scott Rae 2009-12-15
With its unique union of theory and application and its well-organized,
easy-to-use design, Moral Choices has earned its place as the standard
text for college ethics courses. This third edition offers extensive
updates, revisions, and brand new material, all designed to help students
develop a sound and current basis for making ethical decisions in today's
complex postmodern culture. Moral Choices outlines the distinctive
elements of Christian ethics while avoiding undue dogmatism. The book
also introduces other ethical systems and their key proponents, including
Plato, Aristotle, Augustine, Aquinas, and Kant. After describing a sevenstep procedure for tackling ethical dilemmas, author Scott Rae uses case
studies to help students think critically and biblically about ? Abortion ?
Reproductive Technologies ? Euthanasia ? Capital Punishment ? Sexual
Ethics ? The Morality of War ? Genetic Technologies and Human Cloning
? NEW: Ethics and Economics New features include online resources for
instructors; a chapter covering global capitalism, environmental ethics,
and business ethics; new material on bioethics and on stem cell and
embryo research; discussion questions at the end of each chapter; and
sidebars with case studies.

fresh theological insights into contemporary ethical questions and an
accessible introduction to Brock's previous works.
Introducing Christian Ethics - Samuel Wells 2017-05-08
Introducing Christian Ethics 2e, now thoroughly revised and updated,
offers an unparalleled introduction to the study of Christian Ethics,
mapping and exploring all the major ethical approaches, and offering
thoughtful insights into the complex moral challenges facing people
today. This highly successful text has been thoughtfully updated, based
on considerable feedback, to include increased material on Catholic
perspectives, further case studies and the augmented use of
introductions and summaries Uniquely redefines the field of Christian
ethics along three strands: universal (ethics for anyone), subversive
(ethics for the excluded), and ecclesial (ethics for the church)
Encompasses Christian ethics in its entirety, offering students a
substantial overview by re-mapping the field and exploring the
differences in various ethical approaches Provides a successful balance
between description, analysis, and critique Structured so that it can be
used alongside a companion volume, Christian Ethics: An Introductory
Reader, which further illustrates and amplifies the diversity of material
and arguments explored here
Moral Action and Christian Ethics - Jean Porter 1999-03-11
How do we determine whether an action is right or wrong? Until
recently, philosophers assumed that this question could be answered by
means of a theory of morality, which set forth clearly established rules
for moral behaviour. More recently, however, a number of philosophers
have challenged a theory of morality in this sense. Porter is sympathetic
to their criticisms but questions whether they go far enough in offering a
positive alternative to a modern view of the moral act. She argues that
the work of Aquinas offers an alternative account of moral rationality, in
terms of which moral reasoning is understood as dialectical rather than
deductive, and questions are resolved in a wider context of ethical
thought. Aquinas's account of the moral virtues and prudence is seen to
offer unexpected insights into the relationship between moral rules and
the practice of the virtues, thus contributing to our own moral reflection.
Do Morals Matter? - Ian S. Markham 2018-12-17
The revised second edition of the accessible guide to contemporary
ethical issues that are at the intersection of religion and morality The
updated second edition of Do Morals Matter? offers an authoritative yet
approachable guide to the current ethical issues that bridge the gap
between religion and morality. This informed text examines today’s key
ethical issues that range from making moral decisions in business and
medicine, to the uncertainty of war and terrorism and the tenuous
condition of our environment. This popular textbook embraces the
dramatic changes that have occurred since the first edition was
published such as changes in attitude towards the LGBT community as
well as emerging ethical areas such as cyber ethics. In consultation with
professors, the new edition includes sections at the beginning and end of
each chapter that provide clear and succinct summaries of key issues, as
well as reflective and discussion questions. This revised text: Sets out all
the major ethical options in a balanced way inviting students to make
their own mind up Deals with both moral philosophy and applied ethics
Starts every chapter with a thought-exercise to provoke discussion
Places Brexit and President Trump in an appropriate ethical framework
Develops the concept of a Morally Serious Person. Written for students
studying ethics in departments of theology and religion, Do Morals
Matter? is the thoroughly revised and updated edition of the text that
explores contemporary ethical issues.
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